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Abstract 

Competitive gaming has created an enormous value for the virtual world (Seo, 

2013). The eSport industry has a rapid growth and evolves to a valuable 

advertising platform (Young-Nam, Minkyung, Doohwang & Younbo, 2018). 

Competitive gaming created a fanbase of over 320 million and achieved to be 

considered in the Olympic Games in 2024 (DiFrancisco-Donoghue & 

Balentine, 2018). Due to these reasons this paper is going to provide evidence 

on why eSport management and organizations have an impact on the current 

market and why it will become one of the biggest trends in our century. Thus, 

this paper will use secondary data to show how important it is to improve 

technology and to avoid a slack.  It will explain different sponsorship 

opportunities and will explore the most important factors of why eSport 

organizations are growing so fast. On top it will provide the reader with 

profound knowledge of the history of eSport. This study shows that the eSport 

industry is one of the biggest trends right now. It has extreme numbers regarding 

the investments and price pools. The sponsorship in this industry is without a 

doubt extremely valuable.  
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1 Introduction 

Competitive gaming has created an enormous value for the virtual world (Seo, 

2013). Due to the rising popularity eSport organizations are experiencing a rapid 

growth (DiFrancisco-Donoghue & Balentine, 2018). Competitive gaming 

created a fanbase of over 320 million and achieved to be considered in the 

Olympic Games in 2024 (DiFrancisco-Donoghue & Balentine, 2018). Through 

several platforms such as Youtube or Twitch.tv eSport athletes have the 

possibility to broadcast their gameplay. The resent championships in League of 

Legends showed the popularity of competitive gaming with a viewing rate over 

32 million people (DiFrancisco-Donoghue & Balentine, 2018). League of 

Legends hosted the world championship in 2017 and had 106 million viewers 

(Ridenhour, 2020). ESport organizations generated in 2017 over 400 million US 

dollars and are predicted to achieve even higher numbers in 2020 (DiFrancisco-

Donoghue & Balentine, 2018). Due to these reasons many universities hopped 

on the train and started their own electronic gaming Team (DiFrancisco-

Donoghue & Balentine, 2018). There are two main factors for the development 

of eSport. The first is the constantly growing popularity of computer games and 

secondly the constant change of the technology (Seo, 2013). The main driver 

for the hole hype of computer games emerged from first person shooters and the 

possibility to play online against other people (Seo, 2013). This resulted in 

several platforms such as Gfinity, and Riot Games to create tournaments with a 

winning price of 50.000 dollars (Jenny, Manning, Keiper & Olrich, 2016). The 

general definition of eSport is rather difficult because it is not like a normal 

sport. It consists out of several components such as technology, business and 

sport, not like baseball or hockey, it combines multiple platforms together 

(Jenny et al. 2016). Competitive gaming creates personalities and achieves 

exceptional authenticity due to the unique tournament conditions. These 

personalities than create value for many companies to invest in certain players. 

This opens the door for sponsorships.  
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Marketers and businesses attract awareness to their products because of the 

large audience of eSport competition which is applicable to other sport 

tournaments. Gambling and betting are also a part of electronic gaming which 

creates even bigger value for many businesses (Hallmann & Giel, 2018). 

 

1.1 Research Objective 

The aim of the research is to show how popular and how large eSport businesses 

have grown in the last five years and to show how many possibilities these 

organizations are creating. On top it explores the correlation between eSport and 

sports and how they differ. With this information companies should have a 

broad understanding on how important new technology and the eSport industry 

is. Through the constant change of technology computer-based gaming is 

evolving even further and creates a broad field of opportunities.  

 

It is important to understand that eSport gaming has high potential for future 

investments and could create enormous sponsorship deals. The thesis will show 

how the trend was created and what future opportunities will derive from it.  

1.2 Research Question 

The research question of this paper tries to find out to what extent eSport 

organization and events will influence our future generation. Furthermore, it 

should show the value which results from investing in such companies. To 

answer this question the challenges must be identified, and the legal restrictions 

need to be researched. The research should outline how important it is to adapt 

to change and to avoid stagnation. Moreover, it is analyzed whether investment 

would make sense or not. The research questions derive from the research 

objective and are the following: 

 

1.) Did the eSport Industry become an important trend in the past? 

2.) How do sponsorships create value for the eSport Industry? 
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1.3 Definition 

For this particular study the following definitions are necessary: 

 

eSport – are professional video gamers who compete online in first person 

shooters or other video games against each other in order to win trophies, 

money, or medals. 

 

Gaming Industry – is the economic sector behind, the marketing, monetization 

and development of video games. 

 

eSponsorship – are sponsorship deals with eSport organizations or players. The 

players receive incentives such as gaming tools or supplements for free and the 

sponsor benefits from it due to followers and success of the player, which 

assures brand recognition and visibility.   
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2 Literature Review 

The literature review will show the importance of getting knowledge about a 

new trend in our generation. It will start with a profound background of the 

eSport industry followed by a comparison of eSport and other sport. The aim of 

the first chapter is to critically evaluate whether eSport has the possibility to 

become a sport or not. Furthermore, it will show the development of the eSport 

industry. In the second chapter, which will be the most researched, shows 

different sponsorship opportunities and how sponsoring works. It will start off 

with business models of different eSport organizations and it will show how 

they manage to close the gap comparing them with other big sport companies. 

 It will show the recent development of sponsorship deals and will give insights 

on what strategies are used. Furthermore, the chapter will show the biggest 

sponsors in this particular industry. 

 

The last chapter will show future developments and how the eSport industry is 

going to grow. It will show the potentials of this trend and highlights the biggest 

events that will happen in the future and also what major events have already 

happened. The literature review will end with evaluating the potentials in 

Austria and will give a profound knowledge of the importance of the 

development of this trend.  

2.1 History eSport 

The role of digital technology is a major factor in our society. The increase in 

new technology has a major impact on the gaming industry leading to popularity 

(Hilvoorde, Van, & Pot, 2016). The first formation of an eSport team was 

seemingly spontaneous, resulting from the competition in public arcade games 

such as Pac Man or Space Invaders. These games, which were published in the 

early 1980s were fundamental for the electronic gaming industry (Snavely & 

Louis, 2014). These games were extremely basic because they relied on a simple 

scoring system where the player has to go through different stages to achieve 

points without losing. This created a competition to always exceed the 

maximum high score (Snavely & Louis, 2014).  
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This era coined the evolution of competitive gaming, due to the fact that now it 

has become a trend which has an enormous growth driven by various companies 

which create new games (Hamari & Sjöblom, 2017). Soon the first consoles 

were created, which brought the video games directly to the consumers’ houses. 

The successful release of the Nintendo Entertainment System triggered a battle 

between various types of companies who competed against one another in order 

to create the most valuable console (Snavely & Louis, 2014). The next big thing 

was the formation of the first U.S National Gaming Team in the 1980s. One 

team member was Perry Rogers, who was one of the best centipede players in 

the world. They traveled through cities, competed in events and showed their 

skills on arcade games. This was an early attempt of making money with video 

games (Snavely & Louis, 2014). 

 

Another big accomplishment for the eSport industry was the launch of the world 

wide web (Jonasson & Thiborg, 2010). In the late 1990s new eSport systems 

were created in order to create new games. This technology was so advanced 

that companies managed to include 3D environments leading to a whole new 

level of computer games (Snavely & Louis, 2014).   

 

Now it was possible to create new genres of games such as first-person shooters 

(FPS) (Snavely & Louis, 2014). FPS games were a huge advancement, due to 

the fact that the gamer enters a place where he plays a role of a soldier 

(Electronic Sports Association, 2014). The angle of the camera only shows the 

weapon and arms of your in-game character. This type of game was a milestone 

in this industry creating possibilities and made it possible to create tournaments 

where you could compete against one another (Electronic Sports Association, 

2014). The invention of new consoles helped the industry to create even better 

games because the demand was high (Snavely & Louis, 2014). Computer 

companies created new software to fully utilize the keyboard and the mouse. 

Hardware and software reached a level where it was possible to create real world 

simulations (Snavely & Louis, 2014). 
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Soon after seeing the success of FPS and the polarization, other genres entered 

the scene such as sport games, role-playing games and adventure games 

(Snavely & Louis, 2014). With the development of the internet also the 

competition in video games rose (Snavely & Louis, 2014). Players who had 

internet access were able to connect to a server where they could play and 

compete against another player without being physically present (Snavely & 

Louis, 2014). Now battlefield simulations became extremely popular due to 

their popularity in the real world as well (Snavely & Louis, 2014). Activities 

such as paintball, laser tag and air soft are very similar and also create a 

battlefield simulation (Cox, 2002). Through the internet it was possible to play 

against people from all over the world, which increased social connections 

between gamers (Cox, 2002). Potential skill development and social interaction 

increased competition and motivation of playing FPS games (Cox, 2002). 

 

Although eSport has an increasing viewership and a large fanbase many people 

are not accepting eSport as sport, because of the lack of physical involvement 

(Hamari & Sjöblom, 2017).  

2.1.1 eSport vs Sport 

One of the most debated topics in eSport is whether or not it is comparable to 

other traditional sports (Usmani, 2016; Young, 2016). The first thing to evaluate 

is to see if there is any physical exertion (Kane & Spradley, 2017). To prove 

that eSport can be considered as a sport the basal metabolic rate (MET) is 

analyzed. This shows that while playing video games the basal metabolic rate 

increases and the basal blood pressure as well (Kane & Spradley, 2017). It was 

also analyzed that eSport athletes show signs of physical exertion while playing 

scrims or doing the daily routine of a professional gamer (Kane & Spradley, 

2017). The skill level is the second thing to be analyzed. To become a 

professional in any sport you have to dedicate your life to it. ESport athletes 

have to learn as well as other sport athletes’ certain techniques and skills to 

compete in tournaments (Kane & Spradley, 2017). There are several studies that 

confirm that people obtain skills from playing games (Kane & Spradley, 2017).  
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There is a huge gap between casual video players and professionals. Skilled 

players will always dominate player who play for fun (Kane & Spradley, 2017). 

Comparing traditional sport tournaments with eSport tournaments show that the 

construct behind them are fairly similar (Kane & Spradley, 2017). On the base 

of these arguments it is possible to say that there is no difference in the structure 

(Kane & Spradley, 2017). The eSport teams are also built similar to normal sport 

teams (Kane & Spradley, 2017).  There is an owner of the team and behind the 

team is a management that organize travels, tournaments or league games (Kane 

& Spradley, 2017). The viewership in eSport is also extremely high, due to the 

fact that it is hosted online, which makes it possible to be accessed by everyone. 

One platform where it is broadcasted is ESPN (Kane & Spradley, 2017).  

Countries started recognizing eSport athletes and also constructed their own 

eSport arenas (Kane & Spradley, 2017). 

 

In the United States it is possible to obtain P-1 visas (Kane & Spradley, 2017). 

In Asia more particular South Korea professional gaming was recognized by the 

Olympic Committee and the Korean Sport (Kane & Spradley, 2017). For 

examining it further there are six elements that are important for any type of 

sport (Skubida, 2016):  

1. Possibility of competition 

2. Physicality 

3. Attempt to overcome external and internal limitation 

4. Formal organized structure  

5. A set of rules 

6. Social significance 

Comparing both eSport and sport regarding these competencies it is clear to see 

that there are hardly any differences (Skubida, 2016). ESport can be associated 

with physicality while competition is the main driver. ESport athletes are 

improving their skills on a day to day basis to be able to compete and defeat 

their opponents (Skubida, 2016). Like in traditional sports eSport also has a set 

of defined rules which are overlooked by organizations (Skubida, 2016).  
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Such events have sponsors, referees and most important the community and the 

viewers (Skubida, 2016). Although, all these similarities exist, eSport is still not 

accepted in society (Skubida, 2016). This is due to a lack of general knowledge 

about this sport category. The commercialization and the professionalization of 

eSport shows that this industry has a high potential (Skubida, 2016). It is 

possible to say that it is comparable to top level athletics, the eSport industry is 

becoming more professional and popular, due to its media presence. The fact 

that celebrities and sponsors show interest in this category of sport is a perfect 

example on how big this industry can grow (Skubida, 2016). 

 

2.1.2 eSport Games and the Electronic Sport League 

The eSport industry and the gaming industry benefit from the variety of games 

which are produced (Gaudiosi, 2016). Traditional sports are used as a model for 

these eSport leagues (Arin, 2020). The majority of games which are produced 

are able to be played competitively (Gaudiosi, 2016). There are many different 

genres which provide the player with different player experiences (Mora-

Cantallops & Sicillia, 2018). The most common genres in video games are 

fighting games like Mortal Combat, first-person shooter like Overwatch, Call 

of Duty or Counterstrike: Global Offensive, and sport games like the NHL series 

and FIFA (Gaudiosi, 2016). Furthermore, there are real time strategy games 

(RTL) like StarCraft. Another big genre is multiplayer online battle arena 

(MOBA) games such as League of Legends (LoL) and Dota (Gaudiosi, 2016). 

These are extremely popular right now (Gaudiosi, 2016). 

 

This genre has the biggest fanbase in regard of viewership and participants 

(Gaudiosi, 2016). All these games can be and are played competitively in the 

Electronic Sports League (ESL). This league was coined by the Deutsche 

Clanliga, which is a company that was launched in 2002 and organized many 

championships in the eSport sector (Pencz, 2015). In the beginning the company 

started with providing people with computer servers, making gaming magazines 

and hosting online tournaments (Dave, 2015).  Soon these tournaments evolved 

into being the biggest gaming event (Dave, 2015).  
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The headquarter of this company is in Cologne Germany (Gaudiosi, 2015; 

Pencz, 2015). Furthermore, they have many offices in North America, Australia 

and in Europe (Gaudiosi, 2015; Pencz, 2015). The Electronic Sports League has 

a variety of different tournaments all over the world (Gaudiosi, 2015; Pencz, 

2015). They collaborate with big eSport gaming companies such as Riot Games, 

Blizzard Entertainment and Valve Corporation (Gaudiosi, 2015; Pencz, 2015). 

These tournaments are held at an international and national levels (Gaudiosi, 

2015; Pencz, 2015).  The most important competitions are as follows: One of 

the biggest is the Intel Extreme Master. This competition consists of many 

tournaments which are internationally known (Intel Extreme Master, 2020). 

These are sponsored by Euronics, Intel, Acer and Game fuel (Intel Extreme 

Master, 2020). The games played in this championship is StarCraft II, League 

of Legends and Counter Strike: Global Offensive. The Intel Extreme Master 

was founded in 2006 and since then it has had one season each year (Intel 

Extreme Master, 2020). 

 

Another big tournament is the Electronic Sports League One (ESL One, 2020).  

This is probably the biggest and most prestigious offline tournament for games 

such as Dota 2 and again Counter Strike: Global Offensive (ESL One, 2020).  

The ESL One is sponsored by big names such as Intel, DHL, Game Fuel and 

paysafecard (ESL One, 2020). Unfortunately, due to Covid – 19 reasons, the 

ESL One 2020 in Cologne was not able to make their tournament offline this 

year (ESL One, 2020).  Therefore, they made the whole tournament online (ESL 

One, 2020). 

 

2.1.2 Major Players  

Firms are using more and more games to get in touch with their customers, due 

to the fact that the eSport industry shows an uprising trend with growing 

numbers (Berger, Schlager, Sprott, & Herrmann, 2017). The trend itself is so 

popular that it attracts people all over the world (Seo, 2013). The fact that 

gaming has no real physical product increases the value for companies, online 

communities, players and stakeholders (Seo, 2013).  
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In eSport the consumption is on another level compared with other sport shows 

because there is less effort in it (Seo, 2013). Therefore, many organizations try 

to organize official events, which can be compared to the NHL or the NFL 

(Taylor, 2012).  In the electronic gaming industry professional gamers are as 

important as in normal professional sports (Taylor, 2012). The whole 

recruitment is rather similar. The company has to make a formal contract with 

their athlete and the owner. There is a recruitment phase where the company can 

acquire pro gamers (Taylor, 2012).  Similar to other sports the recruitment can 

be very difficult, due to competitors who are also interested in the same player 

(Taylor, 2012). Therefore, the company has to give their players benefits so that 

they join their organization. In the electronic gaming scene, players not seldom 

get dropped because of a decrease in their skill level (Taylor, 2012). As in 

traditional sports eSport athletes have to train with their teammates to increase 

their chance of winning (Taylor, 2012). It is important to train together and to 

create better strategies for earning the best spot in the tournament (Taylor, 

2012). The problem of eSport now is that for example the financial entry fee for 

a company is rather low (Taylor, 2012). It is easy to create a new team in the 

electronic gaming market compared to traditional sport (Taylor, 2012). This has 

an effect on the whole relationship between players and the team owner. 

Unfortunately, there is no real coaching model behind an eSport team (Taylor, 

2012). 

 

Sponsorships are getting more important for the eSport industry (Taylor, 2012). 

The first ones were IT companies, due to the reason that new technology goes 

hand in hand with electronic gaming. Unfortunately, electronic gaming still 

suffers from the geek stereotype (Taylor, 2012). Anyway, there are teams who 

managed to partner with other non-IT related companies (Taylor, 2012).  ESL 

for example collaborated with Volkswagen, Adidas and Suzuki and MLG 

managed to be sponsored by Bic, Doritos and Hot Pocket (Taylor, 2012).  SK 

Gaming, Evil Geniuses partnered with Kimikuro, Puma and Adidas (Taylor, 

2012). 
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The platform of eSport grew from a geeky channel to a place where the audience 

is very diverse (Taylor, 2012). The technological increase helped the industry a 

lot. In the past decades it was very hard to watch e-gaming tournaments (Taylor, 

2012). The accessibility was not granted. Nowadays it is very easy, and the 

platforms are well designed and appealing (Taylor, 2012). 

 

2.2 Sponsorship in ESport 

Sponsorship is a huge marketing strategy which is utilized by many companies. 

This chapter will show how important it is for the electronic gaming industry. 

The eSport industry has become so popular, due to not relying on physical 

appearance of participants, which causes low costs unlike normal sport 

(Parshakov & Zavertiaeva, 2015). ESport organization create a high value for 

many companies, which leads them to sponsor events and teams. A player such 

as Chen Zhihao, who was the highest paid player in 2014 after winning the 

international contest, is sponsored by many companies (Jenny et al. 2016). Due 

to the high demand of eSport gaming many industries invest into eSport events 

(Seo, 2016). Samsung for example has sponsored tournaments such as the 

World Cyber Games for decades to increase their brand recognition among the 

gaming industries (Seo, 2016). The outcome of these sponsorships shows that 

the brand achieved a high value among the viewers of these tournaments (Seo, 

2016). Samsung was one of the first companies who started to sponsor eSport 

athletes which started the whole hype of sponsoring (Seo, 2016). Due to many 

streaming platforms such as Twitch.Tv eSport gained a large popularity in favor 

of the whole industry (Burroughs & Rama, 2015).  

 

2.2.1 Sponsorship 

Many marketing programs use sponsorships, although it was not always as vital 

as other marketing strategies (Wakefield et al. 2020). As technology is getting 

bigger and bigger it reaches more sport teams and with that new opportunities 

evolve. Sponsors now have opportunities to engage with fans trough their 

sponsee (Mazodier, Henderson, & Beck, 2018).  
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Sponsorship is a term which was coined in the 1970s. To create a sponsorship 

deal you have to first form a contract between the sponsee and the sponsor. 

Often this can lead to clarification due to different views (Walliser, 2003). 

Usually the sponsor is a legal or natural person. The sponsored person or party 

on the other hand can be athlete or artist, a team, an event, or a company 

(Walliser, 2003).  The aim is to find a consensus where the sponsor gives the 

sponsored party cash, physical goods to promote or other services. On the other 

hand, the sponsored person promotes the product, image or brand of the 

company (Valanko cited in Pitkänen, 2016). 

 

Figure 1: Marketing Mix based on De Pelsmacker et al. (2007, p.5) 

 

As shown in Figure 1 above sponsorship is part of both the marketing mix and 

the communication mix, it tries to fulfill the same objectives to a certain extent 

using an advertisement (Valanko cited in Pitkänen, 2016). Sponsorship is a 

marketing tool which can evolve into many forms (Cronwell, 2019). 

Sponsorships have the focus on indirectly influencing a defined group of people 

with the help of sponsors (Valanko cited in Pitkänen, 2016).  The difference is 

that the two parties are in a business relationship (Valanko cited in Pitkänen, 

2016). The product itself is not promoted directly, but through using the 

sponsored party (Valanko cited in Pitkänen, 2016). The company shows that 

they support this particular person, team, or event, which causes a subconscious 

relationship to the customer (Valanko cited in Pitkänen, 2016). Companies 

benefit from sponsoring things due to the reflection of their values to the public 

(Valanko cited in Pitkänen, 2016).  
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There are several studies which tried to find out why companies invest money 

in athletes (Hoek, 1999). One of those found out that for example in New 

Zealand the main objectives of being a sponsor in a sport is: 

• Increase Brand Image 

• Brand awareness 

• Increase Sales  

• Generosity 

• Recruitment purposes  

• Passion of the Management 

Generally speaking, this study is influenced by the companies of New Zealand, 

which might give other outcomes. This makes it quite hard to find an overall 

solution (Hoek et al. 1990). However, the aim of sponsoring somebody or 

something is always to create awareness. The main objective is to generate 

views and publicity (Hoek et al. 1990). This study is from 1990, which means 

that nowadays the aspect of being generous is probably not present anymore. 

Sponsorships are used as a marketing tool to increase sales and brand awareness 

(Hoek et al. 1990).  In our generation it is getting more important that elite 

athletes need to develop a media presence to enhance their own personal brand 

(Geurin, 2017). This helps them to get in contact with big companies (Geurin, 

2017). It is important for companies to be remembered by their viewers and to 

make a long-term impression (Walliser, 1995). This is important for their 

overall profit. The effect of positive publicity can increase the sales of a 

company (Walliser, 1995). The purpose of sponsoring a person is to strengthen 

the image of the company through the image of the sponsored party (Yukyoum 

et al. 2015). Sponsorships enhance the position of a company in the industry and 

it is used as an instrument to increase social responsibility (Walliser, 1995). The 

awareness of the target group is then increased (Walliser, 1995). The publication 

and demonstration of a product is used by companies to show their quality 

(Walliser, 1995). The demonstration of the product is then useful if the 

sponsored athlete is indirectly or directly connected to the product itself 

(Walliser, 1995).  
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Another main target for sponsors is to be connected with their audience such as 

bankers, other companies, stakeholders, customers, journalists, etc. These 

connections help them to strengthen their relationships and increase the 

sympathy for their product (Walliser, 1995).  The aim of every company is to 

increase the turnover (Walliser, 1995).  Increasing brand awareness, image, 

viewership is all used to fulfil the ultimate goal of increasing profits (Walliser, 

1995). Sponsorships are therefore very successful for many companies 

regarding the short-term increase of the turnover (Walliser, 1995). 

 

Figure 2: accessed from Walliser (1995, p.7) 

Figure 2 shows that sponsorship is dependent on its relationships (Walliser, 

1995). This implies that the sponsored party benefits from the sponsor (Walliser, 

1995). This is divided into two parts (Walliser, 1995). The benefits could be 

financial benefits but also non-financial benefits (Walliser, 1995). For sponsors 

it is important that the product or brand image is promoted to get higher views 

and specially to tackle new customers (Walliser, 1995).  
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This happens through the implementation and promotion on diverse social 

media platforms to spread the image directly to the customers (Walliser, 1995). 

 

2.2.2 Business Models in the eSport Industry 

For an eSport team it is easy to make money due to many different ways. eSport 

organizations can generate money through broadcasts, merchandise sales, 

subscriptions, and sponsorships.  

 

 

Figure 3: accessed from Rohan Bose (https://mercercapital.com/article/esports-business-models-article/) 

 

Figure 3 above shows that sponsorships and advertisements are the main source 

of earning money in the eSport industry. Furthermore, it shows that there are 

also other possibilities of earning money in this industry. The most used 

business models are going to be explained further.  

 

 

 

 

https://mercercapital.com/article/esports-business-models-article/
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2.2.2.1 Sponsorships & advertising  

 

In the eSport industry there are many different business models which can help 

to generate money. As already mentioned, sponsorship is the biggest among all 

(Taylor, 2012).  Figure 3 shows that almost 74% of all money generated in the 

eSport industry derives from sponsorships (Bose, 2018).  eSport evolved into a 

huge business, which attracted many well-established sponsors (Bose, 2018). 

Technology is very important for electronic gaming because the biggest 

sponsors are IT/Computer related industries such as HP and Intel who started 

sponsoring events from Blizzard and Activision (Bose, 2018). The players 

exclusively play with gaming PCs from this particular companies (Bose, 2018).  

 

2.2.2.2 Broadcast revenue 

 

Another value stream are broadcasts, such as Twitch.tv and ESPN (Bose, 2018). 

The problem is that this is not yet developed properly because the broadcasters 

are looking for content which fits to their target demographics (Bose, 2018). It 

is easy for game developers and tournament creators to get broadcast 

agreements (Bose, 2018). For players and eSport teams it is rather difficult 

(Bose, 2018). The agreements are mostly negotiated between game developers 

and the broadcasting companies (Bose, 2018). 

2.2.2.3 Prize money  

 

Also notable are prize pools and prize money (Bose, 2018). This is very 

important because this shows how much interest this trend generates (Bose, 

2018). The individual players of teams create huge value for their organization 

if they win tournaments, due to increasing brand awareness (Bose, 2018). An 

example is the Dota 2 Championship where the prize pool was approximately 

24,8 million, which was compared to other sport events well above (Bose, 

2018). 
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2.2.3 Sponsorship Strategies 

Sponsorship is extremely valuable for a busines to reach their communication 

goals (Olson, 2017). For sponsors there are two different sponsorship strategies 

by means of which they can give them a competitive advantage over their 

competitors (Pitkänen, 2016). These strategies try both to increase brand 

recognition, loyalty, exposure and try to enhance the products and services, but 

in different ways (Pitkänen, 2016). The first approach is to sponsor a team which 

is not very big at the moment (Pitkänen, 2016). The idea behind this approach 

is to build up a new team and generate value through uprising recognition 

(Pitkänen, 2016). They basically hope that their new team is going to perform 

well because of the sponsorship and therefore they receive recognition 

(Pitkänen, 2016). The second approach is the so called  ’’Shotgun – Approach’’ 

(Pitkänen, 2016). This strategy invests into a team which is already on the top 

(Pitkänen, 2016). An example would be Rolex who sponsors Roger Federer. 

Both the sponsee and the sponsor create a connection. This creates value for 

both parties (Pitkänen, 2016). 

 

2.2.4 Sponsors 

The electronic sport industry is growing constantly and rapidly (Meola, 2020). 

The viewership and the popularity are increasing each month (Meola, 2020).  

This trend has a current value of $900 million, and this is just the beginning 

(Meola, 2020). 

 

Due to these numbers and the uprising popularity many companies gained 

interest in sponsoring or investing in eSport teams (Meola, 2020). The sponsors 

help the competitive gaming industry to evolve from a niche segment into real 

sporting events (Meola, 2020). This increases both the values of the sponsors 

and the eSport organizations (Meola, 2020). There are many companies who 

invest in eSport such as:  
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• Red Bull:  A company who is generally very open to new sports and uses 

sport athletes for their main marketing purposes (Meola, 2020).  Red 

Bull are well established in the competitive gaming industry, due to 

selling energy drinks to keep up concentration (Meola, 2020). This 

organization first started sponsoring StarCraft and Dota 2 (Meola, 2020). 

Later on, they saw an opportunity in sponsoring Call of Duty (Meola, 

2020). Now they sponsor several eSport athletes (Meola, 2020). 

 

• Intel: Probably the most iconic one (Meola, 2020).  Intel was one of the 

first who sponsored any eSport event or team (Meola, 2020).  They 

started sponsoring the Intel Extreme Master with Electronic Sports 

League (ESL) which is a tournament that has existed since 2006 (Meola, 

2020). 

 

• Coca Cola: Is one of the pioneers in the electronic gaming business 

(Meola, 2020).  They started sponsoring various events such as the 

League of Legends World Championships (Meola, 2020). This is one of 

the most viewed competitive gaming events (Meola, 2020). With the 

help of riot gaming Coca Cola achieved to connect with cinemas to 

stream the whole event 200 times simultaneously (Meola, 2020). This 

happened in 2016s World Championship and was broadcasted in the US, 

Europe and Canada (Meola, 2020). 
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2.3 Potentials of eSport 

This chapter will focus on the presence of the eSport industry in the current 

generation and will give insights in how future outlooks and the potentials of 

this trend. The growth of eSport organization is increasing constantly. A perfect 

example would be Blizzard. A company which has created video games for 

decades and had an annual revenue of 40 million dollars and achieved to 

increase their revenues up to 5 Billion dollars in 2012. Their success is due to 

co-creation with other actors and the collaboration with the eSports governing 

bodies (Seo, 2013). The trend goes so far that universities start to actively train 

their eSport athletes and provide them with scholarships (DiFrancisco et al. 

2018). The boom in European countries started with the implantation of first-

person shooters such as Call of Duty or Halo (Seo, 2013). Furthermore, teams 

and clans were created and started life streaming their gameplay. Broadcasting 

their activities created even more value in the industry (Seo, 2013).  

 

Key factors for the growth of electronic sport are the social media platforms 

which provide the customers with easy access possibilities and with no location 

boundaries (Jenny et al. 2016). On the one hand eSport is rising increasingly 

through several tournaments and championships but on the other hand because 

of this expansion several threats exist regarding the institutionalization of eSport 

(Jenny et al. 2016). 

 

2.3.1 Streaming Platform 

eSport right now is one of the biggest trends (Hewitt, 2014). The whole industry 

lives from competition between individuals and teams (Hewitt, 2014).  

Although the e-gaming market is increasing the awareness of electronic gaming 

is not the best compared to other sports (Hewitt, 2014). Traditional sport is 

mostly accessible on television, electronic sport instead is mostly broadcasted 

on streaming platforms (Li, 2016). Because of this, the audience is rather young. 

One of the most influential platforms is Twitch.tv (Li, 2016).  
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Twitch.tv formerly known as Justin.tv is a digital channel where tournaments 

and professional players can stream their events online without renting a stage 

or a TV station (Li, 2016). 

 

Twitch is a streaming platform which was founded in 2007 by Emmet Shear and 

Justin Kan (Li, 2016). These two were students from Yale who graduated (Li, 

2016). The main idea behind this website is that the viewers have the possibility 

to interact with the broadcaster via a chat (Li, 2016). The most common and 

most popular streaming channels are Amazon Prime Video and Netflix (Hamari 

& Sjöblom, 2016). These platforms give their customers or viewers the 

opportunity to watch different series or movies from all genres (Hamari & 

Sjöblom, 2016). Another example is YouTube, which provides their viewers 

with music (Hamari & Sjöblom, 2016). Streaming is different from these 

platforms (Twitch Engineering, 2015).  

 

To stream something means that the person consumes something while 

simultaneously providing his viewers with content in the way of live streaming 

or uploading it on the platform simultaneously so that his subscriber can view it 

afterwards (Twitch Engineering, 2015). Twitch makes this possible because it 

is a peer to peer streaming service (Twitch Engineering, 2015). This website is 

built to get the video from the broadcaster directly to the viewers (Twitch 

Engineering, 2015). The explanation in simple terms of how this works is as 

follows. The system consists of two programming languages which are Go and 

C/C++ (Twitch Engineering, 2015).  These languages were used to implement 

and transmit the real-time protocol into the live stream (Twitch Engineering, 

2015).  These protocols which operate independently, are then transcoded into 

many HTTP live streams (Twitch Engineering, 2015). These HTTP live streams 

are then distributed to different geographical points of presence (Twitch 

Engineering, 2015). This guarantees a high standard and a great quality video 

stream (Twitch Engineering, 2015). 
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While looking at the growth of Twitch.tv the year 2012 to 2013 was one of their 

milestones (Life Course, 2014). They achieved a growth of 874% and managed 

to increase their visits from 38 million to 371 million in the years of 2012 and 

2013 (Life Course, 2014). Compared with Facebook and YouTube for example 

they managed to have a growth from 17% to 48% it the same year (Life Course, 

2014). Big players such as Google noticed this rapid growth the opportunity and 

wanted to acquire the website for $1 billion (Life Course, 2014).  Twitch 

received a high reputation and overall it was quite good but like every company 

they also suffered (Li, 2016). They were accused to be a copyright violator 

because everybody could stream everything freely on this platform (Li, 2016). 

This gave many people the opportunity to stream illegally sport events, which 

forced the organizer to sue Twitch for copyright infringement (Li, 2016). Now 

years later the platform has grown even more and gives content creator the 

possibility to freely stream and upload their videos (Li, 2016).  They have 

achieved that everyone can watch basically every game just by clicking and 

selecting their favorite streamer without spending any extra costs (Li, 2016).  

 

2.3.2 Future Outlooks 

The future of eSport looks quite similar to other popular professional sports 

(Alton, 2019).  Looking at it, seems to increase tremendously (Alton, 2019).  

Many companies right now are evaluating and estimating the upcoming success 

of this trend (Alton, 2019). Companies like Goldman Sachs, who are a leading 

group in financial services and investment banking, made a prediction on how 

electronic sport is going to advance in the future (Alton, 2019). They estimated 

that the viewership will reach 300 million viewers in 2022 (Alton, 2019). To 

have a better understanding on how big this is, these numbers of spectators are 

equivalent to those of the National Football League (Alton, 2019). Deloitte, 

another company which is also known for its financial advisory, made an 

estimation that in North America alone this trend should grow 35% in 2019 

(Alton, 2019).  
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eSport itself has a high potential (Alton, 2019).  It is estimated by another 

company, which is called NewZoo, that by 2021 this trend will have also over 

250 million viewers (Alton, 2019). They also stated that electronic gaming will 

have an audience of 454 million and a market growth of 14 % per year across 

all segments (Alton, 2019). Liz Alton also stated that the biggest audiences are 

located in Asia and in the U.S. (Alton, 2019). The future of electronic gaming 

looks splendid, organizations like Silicon Valley and Hollywood are investing 

in this trend (Alton, 2019).  Real estate companies are building new gaming 

facilities (Alton, 2019).  Forbes reported a 50-million-dollar facility which was 

built for an eSport team (Alton, 2019). Another notable investment was the 

funding of the eSport organization called 100 Thieves (Perez, 2018). Scooter 

Brown and award winner Drake made a million-dollar investment and became 

co-owners of this company (Perez, 2018). In 2018 they achieved to fund 25 

million and managed to become the fastest rising brand in this industry (Perez, 

2018). The industry which basically goes hand in hand with electronic gaming 

is the technology market (Alton, 2019).  

 

The increasing hype of e-gaming also increases the sales of gaming consoles, 

computers, headsets, monitors and other specialized peripherals such as sound 

equipment, ergonomic gaming furniture, etc. (Alton, 2019). Analysts all over 

the world are evaluating this upcoming or present trend and although they vary 

from time to time the net outcome is mainly similar (Alton, 2019).  It is said that 

it is lucrative, bright, and the monetization opportunities and the audience are 

growing (Alton, 2019).  The industry itself is still in the development but either 

way it is an opportunity which is worth keeping an eye on whether you are a 

game developer or a person who is looking for a good investment (Alton, 2019). 
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3 Methodology 

The aim of this chapter is to clarify and to show how the articles for this thesis 

where selected and what framework was used to get to the used journals and 

articles.  This paper is written on the basis of using a Systematic Literature 

Review in short terms SRL. The literature review is one of the most important 

tasks for a research study (Colicchia & Strozzi, 2012). This method is used to 

eliminate bias and to give a precise pattern on how the data is going to be 

analyzed (Ginieis, Sanchez-Rebull, Campa-Planas, 2012). The SRL tries to 

make it easier to find suitable articles and journals for a distinct topic. It also 

wants to minimize the sample bias which could occur while searching through 

different databases (Tranfield, Denyer & Smart 2003). The SRL is used to locate 

existing studies, evaluate and select contributions, synthesize and analyze data, 

and then filter the information in a way to come to a clear conclusion about what 

is known and what not. (Denyer & Tranfield, 2009). It is different from the 

traditional Literature Review, due to the fact that it explores a specific question 

which then forms a self-contained research project. The key difference is that it 

utilizes exact and distinct principles. (Denyer & Tranfield, 2009). In easy terms 

the SLR model makes it possible that every person who makes the same SRL 

should get to the same solution. The SRL is used for identifying the articles a 

criterion sampling method. The framework is as followed: 
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Figure 4: Framework for literature review process: accessed from Brocke et al. (2009, p. 2214) 

 

Based on Vom Brocke et al. (2009) the figure above shows that an SRL has to 

begin with evaluating how big the whole review is going to be. The first step is 

to define at least two research questions. In this study the research questions are:  

 

1.) Did the eSport Industry become an important trend in the past? 

2.) How do sponsorships create value for the eSport Industry? 

After defining the research questions a conceptualization of the topic needs to 

be done. The second step is to define the keywords. These keywords and 

variations of these words are then used to build the basis for the research 

(Tranfield et al. 2003). The third step is the real literature research using 

keywords and the variations to find suitable journals and articles. In this step the 

results are filtered until only the articles are left, which are relevant for the SRL. 

In the fourth step the filtered articles are further analyzed and divided into 

categories to build a framework.  
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These steps are essential for engaging and identifying the background of a topic 

(Veal, 2011). In the end the solutions are discussed to find further potential 

future researches. 

 

3.1 Definition of the Review Range 

The aim of this study is to find out how the trend in eSport developed in the 

years of 2015 to 2020 and to create profound knowledge about the eSport 

industry and further to enhance more people to be more interested in this specific 

topic. For finding this information peer reviewed articles were used and also 

some books and internet sources were used for writing this paper. The topic 

itself is very broad, therefore the study was limited to sponsorship opportunities 

and investments. This study tries to show the reader how important future trends 

are and how important it is to be more open minded to new industries. eSport is 

widely spread in our generation but it is still not accepted properly in our society. 

With the sponsorship of eSports and with investments from big companies like 

Red Bull and Sony it is clear to see the importance of this trend. For this study 

is focused on the following two research questions:  

 

1.) Did the eSport Industry become an important trend in the past? 

2.) How do sponsorships create value for the eSport Industry? 

3.2 Conceptualization of the Topic  

For finding the best sources for this particular topic strict rules were used. For 

this step the framework of Gregoire, Corbett and McMullen (2011) was used 

because it was the most coherent one. For this framework it is important to find 

keywords and keyword variations and combinations to isolate the range of the 

study. Four keywords were used to identify the most important sources. The 

first step was to determine a time range from 2015 – 2020. In a further step the 

determination of the language used in the articles. The time range was important 

because the biggest companies evolved in this time period. 2015 and 2020 were 

also included in this period. The language determination limited the search to 

only English and German articles.  
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The second keyword criterion was to limit the sources to only peer reviewed 

articles which were published in scientific journals. Books and internet articles 

were also taken into account while reading through the articles. Therefore, a 

system called Snowball Sampling was used. This system utilizes the sources 

used in peer review articles. So, if a peer reviewed article uses internet articles 

or books and the ranking is still sufficient it is possible to use these sources as 

well.  In many peer revied articles books were used for finding the best 

information. These books which were used in peer reviewed articles and were 

also important for this study. Internet sources were also used if they were 

mentioned in these particular peer reviewed articles. The third keyword group 

were the four words which were used to find the best information. The keywords 

which were used are as follows:  

• eSport 

• eSponsorship 

• future Trends 

• gaming industry 

These four words were then split into different combinations and variations to 

be sure that only articles were found which contained these particular words. 

The fourth and last sample criterion were words which were used to receive 

more detailed information. Therefore, a table was created for a better 

understanding. 
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Table 1: Keywords Groups: Keyword Variations and Combinations used in the Meta Search (based on 

Grégoire et al. 2011, p. 1450) 

Keyword Groups Formular 

I. Time & Language Determination Publication from 2015-2020 (Including 2015 

& 2020) Language German & English 

II. Journals, Books, Internet Sources Publications in peer reviewed journals & 

books and internet sources which were found 

through the Snowball Sampling 

III. Concept ESport OR esport OR eSport OR sponsorship 

OR Sponsorship 

IV. Focus OR "future trends" OR "future trend" OR 

"Future trends" OR "gaming industry" OR 

"Gaming industry" 

 

3.3 Literature Review  

For the SRL the databases Google Scholar and Business Source Ultimate were 

used to find the peer reviewed articles. These two were used because they 

maintain the most recent journals and articles which were published over the 

last years. These two databases are also extremely viable for science and 

business purposes. They are perfect because they have many articles which 

address future trends. The meta search in these databases with the keywords 

eSport, sponsorship, future trends and gaming industry resulted in 1.556 articles 

in total. There were 991 articles in Business Source Ultimate and 565 in Google 

Scholar. Searching through these articles made clear that the configuration of 

‘TX ALL Text’ made no sense, due to the reason that this method did not focus 

on the keyword groups and that some keywords were not combined. ‘TX ALL 

Text’ does not combine the keywords in the order which is preferred. The results 

of this method showed every article which contains one of these four keywords. 

Therefore, a change of the configuration was necessary. The configuration was 

changed to 'AB Abstract' which changed the results. This method allows to 

make keyword combination and gives only results which have these keywords 

in their abstract. This limited the meta search in the database to keywords which 

appeared only in the abstract.  
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Now the results were reduced to 221 in Business Source Ultimate and 23 in 

Google Scholar. To minimize the number of relevant articles only articles with 

a Q1 ranking were selected based on the ranking system SCImago Journal and 

on Country Rank (SJC). With this it was possible to be certain that all articles 

were published in high-quality journals. As already mentioned above in the 

definition of the review range the Snowball Sampling was used to find adequate 

books and internet sources. All books and internet sources which are used in 

this study were mentioned in some of these Q1 rated journal articles. Therefore, 

an assumption was made, that these books and internet sources which were used 

in these Q1 ranked articles are also of high-quality. The SJC uses three 

indicators to clarify whether or not a journal is ranked Q1-Q4. These indicators 

are based on how often they are seen in a web search, based on the research 

performance and on how innovative the article is (SCImago, 2020). The ranking 

system itself includes many different topics and has specific categories. This is 

a good indicator for finding reliable sources of high quality. After including this 

constraint, the result of relevant articles was minimized to 154 articles. The 

exclusion of 58 articles had different reasons. Many articles had a rating of Q2 

– Q4 which made it impossible to use them. Some were not even listed in the 

ranking system. After evaluating the abstracts of these 154 Q1 rated articles only 

58 were used for this study. The reason for excluding 76 Q1 rated articles was 

because of not having the right focus after reading the abstracts.  

 

Table 2: Overview of the Article selection process (Table made by the Author)  

Action I. Meta  

research 

Business 

Source ultimate 

& Google 

Scholar 

II. Meta 

research 

using 

‘AB 

Abstract’ 

III. Constraint 

only using Q1 

rated articles 

IV. Exclusion 

of Articles that 

did not focus  

enough on the 

topic 

V. Total Used  

+ books &  

internet 

articles which 

were 

found through  

the Snowball 

Sampling 

Results 1.556 237 136 76 60 
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4 Results 

In this part of the bachelor thesis the author will give an answer to the research 

questions. The thesis itself is based on an SRL as explained in the previous 

chapter. The results will give insights on how important this trend is and will 

clarify the research objectives. The results of this study are based on the 

literature which was used to write the thesis. This chapter will give answers to 

how important the eSport industry is and how it impacts the current market. 

Furthermore, it gives insights on the different sponsorship options.  

 

4.1 The Reason of an SRL 

The purpose of using an SRL was to find the best suitable articles and journals 

for this bachelor thesis. This study itself is based on secondary data. eSport is 

so big right now, therefore it was important to find a strategy to get the most 

important literature for this topic. The SRL was the perfect fit for it. As 

mentioned above in the methodology the SRL is very detailed and trustworthy. 

The review itself should always give similar results no matter who is doing it. 

Based on this topic it was extremely time consuming due to the many articles 

about this topic. It was important to use journals who have a Q1 rating based on 

the SJR (https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php). This was a decisive 

factor. This factor narrowed the whole SRL to a number which made it possible 

to find the best articles. The evaluation of deciding whether an article is suitable 

or not was rather easy. The categorization of the articles was the key for this 

research. After that the abstracts of these Q1 rated articles needed to be looked 

at to decide if this article is suitable for this research. This made it possible to 

find the best articles which were used to write this bachelor thesis.  

 

The problem of this topic is that right now it is not present in Austria as it is in 

the United States or in Asia, which made it difficult to make a qualitative or 

quantitative study, due to the fact that it is hard to get in touch with big eSport 

companies. The SRL is therefore the perfect fit. It is detailed, comprehensible 

and empirical.  

https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php
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4.2 Why is the eSport Industry an Important Trend  

The eSport industry did increase a lot in the last five years. According to Seo 

(2013) the industry is getting bigger and bigger. The numbers of visitors are 

increasing due to the fact, that eSport is a trend which can be watched and played 

without any physical involvement. The value of this trend for companies is 

enormous. Companies such as Intel, Red bull, Coca Cola and so on are investing 

in this industry. The fact that everybody can watch eSport tournaments at any 

time and any places makes it extremely valuable for bigger companies. This 

trend is still not on its peak. The increasing development of the technology will 

push this trend even further. It is impossible to say how big this trend will 

become, but as DiFrancisco-Donoghue and Balentine (2018) mentioned above 

it is already been considered to be an Olympic discipline in the near future. Two 

of the biggest companies in the financial area, Goldman Sachs and Deloitte 

stated that the viewership of this trend will reach 300 million viewers in 2022 

which is equivalent to the National Football League. It was also mentioned 

above by Alton (2014) that this industry increases by 14% each year in all 

segments. These statistics are tremendous for a trend. This industry is estimated 

to surpass 1.5 Billion in 2023 (Reyes, 2019).  

 

This trend has so many options, due to the many different games which are 

produced by big companies such as Blizzard or Activision. These companies 

launch games almost every year. In 2018 this trend had investments of over 4.5 

billion which is compared to 2017 an increase of 837% (Reyes, 2019). These 

numbers are extremely high and show how big this trend or industry already is. 

It is clear to say that eSport already is one of the biggest trends in the current 

generation.  
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4.3 Sponsorships Creating Value for the eSport Industry 

Sponsorships are generally speaking right now one of the most important 

business strategies a company uses to generate value. Based on this study it is 

clear to see that the eSport industry uses sponsorships as their main marketing 

strategy. Sponsoring brings extreme benefits to both the sponsee and the 

sponsor. The eSport industry right now is perfect for this marketing strategy due 

to the uprising awareness of this trend and of course due to the many viewers. 

As mentioned above electronic sport is one of the biggest trends right now with 

millions of viewers a month. This is a great indicator for promoting products on 

these platforms. Many companies right now recognized this rapid growth and 

started investing in these electronic gaming teams. Big names such as Red Bull, 

Intel, Coca Cola, etc… are investing more and more in this industry. The eSport 

industry investments of 2018 reached a total of $4.5 billion dollars. The fact that 

companies like Red Bull are interested in this type of industry show the 

importance of this trend. The electronic gaming industry increases every month. 

The value of this trend right now is over $900 million. These numbers show 

how big the electronic gaming industry is and how valuable it is for companies. 

This trend developed through sponsorship from a niche segment into a real 

dominant industry. Sponsors like Intel, HP, Red Bull, Microsoft, Audi, BMW 

and many more, show how dominant the eSport industry really is. This trend 

evolved into an industry nobody can ignore. It has the numbers the viewership’s, 

the competition and the money. These factors make electronic sports extremely 

valuable for sponsors. 
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5 Conclusion  

The aim of this chapter is to give the reader a short a brief assumption of the 

most important parts of this study. The aim of this thesis is to show everybody 

how big and complex electronic gaming and the eSport industry is. The study 

tries to clarify the value of this industry. It aims to give an answer to the 

following research questions: 

 

1.) Did the eSport industry become an important trend in the past? 

2.) How do sponsorships create value for the eSport Industry? 

These objectives were the main focus of this study. Throughout the whole thesis 

these questions needed to be answered. After all the research it is safe to say 

that this industry became an important trend in our generation. Companies like 

Microsoft, Red Bull and many more show that sponsorships are extremely 

valuable for this type of industry. Furthermore, this study shows how important 

it is to be up to date with new technology and new trends. The eSport industry 

right now has so many opportunities regarding investments and sponsorship 

deals. This trend evolved in the last five years to a segment which generated a 

lot of money and funds.  

 

It is safe to say that electronic gaming will play a big part in our future, due to 

the high demand and due to the huge fanbase. To get the answers to these 

questions a SRL was used, due to fact that it gives detailed and profound 

knowledge to a certain topic. The data used in this research are secondary data. 

The author of this thesis is situated in Austria which made it hard to get primary 

data. The eSport industry is mainly present in Asia and the United States, 

therefore it is hard to get primary data because of the distance. There are many 

papers, articles, websites and books which write about the eSport industry. 
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The author formed a compound paper which has up to date literature in it. 

Furthermore, this study gives a clear and profound answer to this topic. The fact 

that the author only used Q1 rated journals and books and website articles that 

were mentioned in these Q1 rated journals gives the readers a clarification that 

this study has high quality. The structure of this thesis was also extremely 

important. The author wanted to show the timeline and the rapid growth of this 

industry. Therefore, the chapters where divided in the background of the eSport 

industry and sponsorships in this industry which shows the current situation and 

ends with the potentials of this trend. 

 

In conclusion this study ensures that eSport is a trend which has enormous 

opportunities. The fact that this industry has so many viewers shows that 

sponsorships are vital for the electronic gaming organization. Furthermore, this 

thesis shows that companies show a high interest in this industry. It is certain 

that in the near future this trend will find even more attention. It is safe to say 

that the electronic gaming industry is worth keeping an eye on regarding 

investments and sponsorship deals.  
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6 Future Research and Limitations of the Study 

Although this study provides valuable information about this topic it is still not 

complete. This study is based on secondary data which makes it hard to give 

practical implications. In future research it would be necessary to get primary 

data from companies which are high rollers in this industry. It would be 

extremely interesting to have interviews with companies who create and 

develop video games. To see how these games are created and to see what is 

important to create a game which is capable of being a competitive game is very 

interesting. Another idea would be to research the consumer behavior of 

Twitch.tv viewers and YouTube. These platforms are extremely vital for the 

electronic gaming industry, due to the fact that it provides the viewers with the 

content. Another interesting thing would be the examination of streaming 

platforms and how they generate money through it. Streaming right now is very 

big and has big opportunities as well. Streaming and the eSport industry go hand 

in hand. Many tournaments are live streamed by Twitch which makes it possible 

to watch tournaments for free. The eSport trend is extremely big and has so 

many fields which can be examined. It would be very interesting to get insights 

in the streaming sector.  
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